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• Stage 1: Learn a joint quantized representation space (named as MXQ-VAE)

1) MXQ-VAE takes masked image-text pairs as input, and learns a quantized joint representation space.

2) Then, the input is converted into a unified code sequence ( Ƹ𝑧).

• Stage 2: Unconditional image-text pair generation with a unified discrete code sequence

1) Autoregressive transformer models the joint distribution over the code sequence.

2) At inference, MXQ-VAE decodes a sampled code sequence to an image-text pair.

Proposed Method

Overview

Results

• Caption MNIST (text augmented MNIST)

: Each image-text pair contains several color, digit and position.

• Oxford Flower-102, CUB-200-2011, COCO

• Degree Dataset

: To evaluate the semantic correlation between image and text 

in the quantized joint space in Stage 1.

: We gradually adjust the degree of the alignment between image and text

by replacing the color and digit in text to other random color and digit.

Dataset

Example of Caption MNIST

Example of the Caption MNIST Quad2 Degree Dataset Example of the Flower Quad2 Degree Dataset

• Goal: we aim to generate image-text pairs simultaneously without any conditional input

• Contributions

1) We propose MXQ-VAE that learns a quantized joint representation space for unconditional image-text pair generation.

2) Experimental results reveal that MXQ-VAE generates a semantically consistent image-text pairs on multiple benchmark datasets

3) Also, MXQ-VAE learns meaningful semantic correlation between image and text in the quantized joint space.

4) We reveal that the quantized joint space leads to semantically consistent image-text pair generation.

Generated image-text pairs

• Enhance the alignment between image and text (Table 1)

→ Measure reconstruction accuracy between the reconstructed text and the input text of the Degree dataset

→ Our model reaches near 1.0, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25, 0.0 on the Quad4 Degree dataset.

• Generate semantically consistent image-text pairs (Table 2, 3)

→ Measure semantic consistency between the generated image and text

→ Our model outperforms all baselines on three datasets.

Table1. Multimodal semantic correlation on the Degree datasets

Table2. Semantic consistency of the generated samples on Caption MNIST

Table3. Semantic consistency of the generated samples on Flower and CUB
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